BackLight 26L Photo Daypack Instructions
Backpack that addresses the needs of traveling outdoor photographers

For more information please visit: www.mindshiftgear.com

Tripod Attachment - Front

1) Remove tripod strap from top pocket.

2) Remove tripod cup and strap from bottom pocket.
3) Place 2-3 feet in the tripod cup and secure strap.

4) Secure top strap around the tripod head. If you find that the tripod moves from left to right, wrap the strap one full rotation around the tripod and then secure the strap.

Tripod Attachment - Side

1) Place 1-2 feet in the side pocket and secure lower strap.

2) Secure top strap around the tripod head. If you find that the tripod moves from left to right, wrap the strap one full rotation around the tripod and then secure the strap.

Neck Strap Attachment

1) Remove elastic cord from poly bag.
2) Find the cord-lock on the inner side of the camera compartment lid. Place the unknotted side of the elastic cord through the cord-lock and pull cord through.
3) Secure the elastic cord to the grey loop with a half-hitch knot.

Neck Strap Attachment (cont.)

4) Place cord around your neck and adjust cord length to support the lid.

Accessories: (sold separately)

Tripod Suspension Kit
The Tripod Suspension Kit allows hands-free mobility and instant access to your tripod. Custom aluminum hardware attaches the tripod to your shoulder harness with a set of easily adjustable straps.

Filter Hive / Filter Nest
The Filter Hive or Filter Nest attaches to the webbing strap on either waistbelt wing, increasing accessibility to your filters.